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RATIONALE 

"I've come to a Frightening Gonclusion that I am the 

decisive element in the classroom. It's my personal 

approach that creates the cl imat.o. It's my daily mood that 

makes the weather. As a teacher. I possess a tremendous 

power to make a child's life miser"able or Joyous. 

a tool or torture or an instrument or inspiration. 

I can be 

I can 

humiliate or humor. hurt or heal. In all situations, it is 

my response that decides whether a crisis will be escalated 

or de-escalated and a child humanized or dehumanized. " 

Haim Ginott 
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INTRODUCTION 

As \,JB enter the 1880s. we are increasingly raced with 

new challenges and problems. The quest ror knowledge. the 

saving or our planet from ecological collapse, and the 

search ror cures to our most dreaded diseases call For an 

1 

able and highly educated society to come forth and lUeet the 

chall&nges or a now age. In order to create a society that 

is capable or the demands presented them. the educational 

system or today has to be seriously examined rrom all 

poi nts of' view. 

It· is a cormnonly held belief that our current 

educational system is not capable or producing new members 

or society that will be able to live up to the challenges 

of' t.omorrow. This is shown by numerous government reports 

and net.,Ily implemented guidelines that address the needs of' 

a "nation at risk" (National Commission on Excellence in 

Education, 1883). While many or the guidelines derived 

f'rom these reports are implemented. the results are either 

unknown or dubious at best (Albrecht, 1984). For this 

reason.. educat ors should look. at thei r own teachi ng methods 

in or'der to Find ways to better achieve their current 

objectives and to even update these instructional 

objectives to better suit a rapidly changing world. 

This evaluation of" instructional techniques and 

practices is the basis behind this proJect. Wit.h today's 

students needing more diverse skills and knowledge. it is 
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absolutely imperative that instructional methods move 

students toward this end. Applying this sel:f-evaluation to 

the secondary biology classroom, it appears that there is 

some question as to whether some practices are indeed 

moving students rorward in areas deemed important by 

society and biology education organizations (Mayer & 

Hinton, 1880). The rollowing excerpt comes f'rom t,he 

National Association of' Biology Teachers' position 

statement concerning the biology teacher's role: 

The National Association of Biology Teachers 

beLieves that all biology teachers should roster 

a respect for lif'e and should teach about the 

interrelationohip and interdependency of' all 

1 i vi ng t hi ngs . Furthermore, they should teach 

that humans must care f'or the fragile web of' lif'e 

that exists 0n thie. planet (Mayer & Hinton, 

1880) . 

The above statement comes out of' t.he growi ng 

contt'oversy about the use of' dissection in secondary 

classrooms. 11any proponents of' dissect i on stat.e that 

students are better able to learn and understand various 

principles involving such things as the internal structures 

of' the organism. the interrelationship among tissues, and 

the relationship between structure and f'unction of' various 

internal structures (Orlane, 1988). Proponents of' 

dissection also argue that the knowledge students gain f'rom 

the hands-on experience has more impact and is retained 
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longel' than if the same material is pr-esented in another 

:format (Orlans, 1888)_ One rina.!. argument presented by 

dissection proponents is that. teachers can teach 

responsible at.titudes toward animals and perhaps inculcate 

an abiding respect ror aLL lire Porms (Berman, 1984; 

Orlans, 1988)_ 

For every argument that the proponents or dissection 

put rorth, the opponents or dissection have an answer. 

Opponents or dissection counter that new computer 

simulations of' dissections or various organisms, such as 

the ear·thworm and the rrog, are Just as ef:>f~ective and 

cheaper than the tradit.ional dissection exercises (Orlans .. 

1888 ). In addition, somB opponents of' dissection state 
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that rather than teachi ng a responsi ble at,t i tude toward 

animals and inculcating an abiding respect ror all lire 

rorms (Berman, 1884; Orlnns, 1888). dissection desensitizes 

the student to the deat.h of' the organism being dissected as 

well as to the plight or other organisms across the globe 

(Graham. 1888)_ One rinal point the opponents or 

dissection make is that huge numbers or organisms are being 

destroyed each year in the name or scientiric education 

(Graham. 1888; Orlans. 1888). 

Havi ng reviewed bot,h sides or the issue. it becomes 

necessary to examine the perceptions of' those most directly 

arrected by the use or dissection in the classroom---the 

students_ Perhaps with some knowledge or how students reel 

about dissection. teachers can make more inFormed choices_ 
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THE STUDY 

As mentioned earlier. by examining the perceptions or 

those most directly afrected by the use or dissection--the 

stuaents----instructors may be able to make better inrormed 

decisions regarding the use or dissection in the classroom. 

An examination or students involved in dissection enables 

the instructor to take note or any developing trends in the 

classroom. and then act on these trends as is deemed 

necessary. 

This proJect is based on a survey that asked secondary 

students questions that pertained to dissection. The 

survey asked six questions (Figure 1. p. 6-7) that were 

trying to provide answers ror the rollowing rour research 

questions: 

1) What is the overall reeling towards 

dissection among secondary students, 

2) Is there a correlation between the student's 

reelings toward dissection and his/her 

indicated reelings toward biology overa1l, 

3) Is there a relationship between a student's 

sex and t-heir expressed feelings toward 

dissection, and 

4) Is there a correlation between a student's 

feelings toward dissection and his/her 

intentions or taking another biology class? 



- These questions were raised as a direct result or the 

push to increase the quality or science education in the 

United States. Although A Nation at Risk gave 

educational rerorm a much needed boost, it did little in 

terms or providing detailed inrormation on how to achieve 

its stated goals (Albrecht, 1984). Thererore, as was 

mentioned earlier, it is up to individual instructors to 

evaluate and upgrade their instructional methods and 

practices in order to achieve the level or instruction 

needed by today's students. 

The surveys were sent to rive schools in east central 

Indiana. Three other invitations to participate were sent 

out, but responses never arrived (perhaps they were busy 
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dissecting earthworms). A total or 108 students responded 

to the surveys, but only 102 or these were satisractorily 

completed and useable. Although the sample size is small, 

it is still large enough to get some idea or how students 

reel about dissection. 

The overall goal or this project is to gain some 

insight into the controversy surrounding the use or 

dissection in secondary schools. Does dissection move an 

instructor's class toward the desired goals or society and 

the educational community? Does the "yucky" process or 

dissection labs turn orr talented students to biology and 

perhaps to careers in science? The rollowing data review 

and analysis will try to answer these and other similar 

questions. 
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GRADE SEX: !-JALE FEMALE __ 

Please answer the rollowing questions about 
dissect.ion. 

This is NOT For a grade, nor will your teacher read your 

responses, so answer as t.J~uthrull y as possible. 

6 

1) What has been your personal experie>nce with dissection? 
(Circle the letter of the appropriate choice. ) 

2) 

3) 

A. I have done most or the work during dissection 
labs. 

5. I sometimes help during dissection labs. 

C. I have only observed others do the actual 
dissections. 

D. I have never perrormed or observed a dissection 
lab. 

How do you reel about dissection? 
of the appropriate choice. ) 

A. I really like dissection. 

B. I sOffielJhat like dissection. 

(Circle the letter 

C. I do not care one way or the other. 

D. I somewhat dislike dissection. 

E. I really dislike dissection. 

Explain your answer to question 2. 
do you like or dislike dissection? 

FI6URE 1 

In other words, ",hy 



- 4) HOlJ do you reel about biology overall? 
letter or the appropriate choice. ) 

A. I really like biology. 

B. I somewhat like biology. 

I:. ,. do not care one way or the other. .L 

D. I somewhat dislike biology. 

E. I really dislike dissection. 

7 

(Circle the 

5) It~ you had the opportunity, ,",ould you take anothel~ 
class that oFFered dissection as part of the laboratory 
requirements? Wny or why not? 

6) Do yell :feel t.hat you learn a lot by dissect.ing various 
organisms? Explain your answer. 

FI6URE 1 (CONTINUED) 
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This project is based upon the responses of 102 

secondary students on a six question survey (Figure 1. 

p.6-?1 dealing with the use of dissection in the classroom. 

As previously mentioned. five schools from east central 

Indiana participated in the study. Since the sample is 

relatively small, and a simple percentage method was used 

to sho,"' any trends. instead of a detailed data analysis. no 

firm conclusions can be drawn from this study. What can be 

derived from the data. however. is a general idea or how 

secondary students Feel about dissection and how those 

£eelings affect the other responses asked for in the 

survey. 

Dissection Experience: 

Question One of the survey asks the students how much 

experience that they have had with dissection. This 

question sets the background for the rest of the study. By 

knowing how much experience the students have had with 

dissection, a basis is established ror how reliable the 

answers for the rest of the survey actually are. For 

example, iF most or the students surveyed did not have much 

experience with dissection, then the subsequent responses 

would have little practical value because the students 

simply would not be qualified to answer the questionnaire. 
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Fortunat.ely. t.he students participati ng in this study 

are qualified to answer the questionnaire! As is shown in 

Figure 2 (p. 10). 85 of the 102 students answered that they 

had either done most of' the work or at least helped during 

dissection labs. It then follows that the :following 

j'ssponses are reliable indicators of how the students feel 

about dissection. 

Feelings About Dissection: 

The first research question to be addressed by the 

questionnaire is how st.udeflts feel about dissection 

overall. Two questions on t.he survey deal with this topic. 

Question ~fvo aaked the students how they felt about 

dissection. The raw data for the students' responses is 

shown in Figure 3 (p. 11). and includes both male and 

female responses. 

Several items of interested can be noted here. First, 

30 out of 51 males or 58.8% of males indicated a positive 

feeling about dissection, while only 15.6% of males 

indicated a negati'Je reeling. Meanwhile,' 22 out of 51 

females or 43.2% of' remales indicated a positive feeling 

about dissection and 28.4% or females indicated a negative 

reeling about dissection. Overall this shows two very 

important'raets: most students (51.0%) have positive 

reelings about dissection, and many remales (almost 30%) 

have negative reelings about dissection. 
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DATA FOR QUESTION 1 
Personal experience with dissection? 

QUESTION 1: 

RESPONSE: A 

MALE 32 
FEMALE 22 

B 

18 
25 

c 

1 
3 

D 

2 
1 

----------------------------
TOTAL 54 41 4 3 

) 

FIGURE 2 b 
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DATA FOR QUESTION 2 
(ACTUAL DATA: NOT PERCENT) 

QUESTION 2 

FIGURE 3 

j------, .. __ ...... . 

A 17 
'1 

6 

[
' _ .......... . 

B 13 
. __ .~,_ ... _v._,,_._. ___ .~~. __ ."_._ .. _ 
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16 
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i 
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L--_____ ~ __ ,._._._. __ ._____ _. ____ ~_ .. _______ ~_~ _____ . ___ . __ 
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L_ .. ___ . __ . __ ._. ___ ._. ___ ._ ... _. ______ --A--. .. __ 

MALE 

SEX 

8 

FEMALE 

I 

i 
.. J 

) 

I-' 
I-' 
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Another question :from the survey that deals lJith 

students' reelings about dissection is Question Three. 

Question Three asks the students to explain their answers 

to Question Two (How do you :feel about dissection ... ). 

Figure 4 (p. 13) breaks down the various student responses 

into groups or similar responses. For example, the most 

common explanation of why students seemed to like 

dissection was that it helped them to understand or learn 

the material. 

Gne interesting category is the next most common 

explanation--ambivalence. This really is not too 

surprising since more ambivalent responses were given :for 

Question Two than for both negative responses combined. 

This raises t.he quest.ion or whether or not the students 

really do not know how they reel about dissection, or ir 

they just do not care or think about what they are doing in 

class. Obviously. most educators would hope that these 

students are thinking. at least occasionally, about what 

they are doing in school! 

The other responses shown on Figure 3 include many or 

the comments typl.cally heard during a dissection lab in a 

high school setting. The concern ror the animal losing its 

lire merely ror the sake or "being chopped into bits" is 

the third most common response. "It's Gross! It is another 

commonly heard complaint among secondary students. Almost 

eleven percent or the students said that dissection 

provided them with a "live picture" or the organism being 
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DATA FOR QUESTION 3 
PERCENT OF RESPONSES 

AMBIVALENT 15.2 

HELP UNDERSTAND 23.2 

ANIMAL RIGHTS 13.8 

GROSS 13 

LIVE PICTURES 10.9 

FIGURE 4 

OTHER 3.6 

GRADES 4.3 

SOMETHiNG i"JEvV 7.2 

FUN 8.7 

) 

I-' 
0.l 
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studied. and 7.2% said that "it's a lot more interesting 

than book work!" The remainder or the responses dealt with 

such things as grades (4.3%). and other miscellaneous 

responses (3.6~). 

Since this question required the students to wr~ite 

down what they were thinking. many interesting responses 

were collected that gave a clue to how the students relt 

about dissection. Here ar~e a rew examples: 

"It's Yucky!" 

"I think it's .fun to cut things open. Ii 

"I don't reel we should tuke dead animals and cut them up." 

"I am .fascinated by what I have only seen in pictures. " 

"It's dift'EH~ent and it gets you out of taking notes. \I 

Correlation between Dissection and Biology: 

The next research question that is examined by the 

study has to do with whether or not a correlation exists 

between the students' indicated reelings about dissection 

and their indicated reelings about biology overall. Figure 

5 (p. 15). shows the raw data ror Questions Two and Four 

combined on a grid in order to help show any correlation 

that might exist. 110st or the responses tend to lie in the 

lower lert corner or the graph. This would seem to 

indicate that a positive correlation exists between those 

students who like dissection and like biology. 
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CORRELATION OF QUESTIONS 
2 AND 4 

QUESTION 2 

E I 1 I -4 
! 

2 ~~ 2~-13-1 
! 
~ --+-----_.. ------+-

8 _ 1 0 

i---+- I I ~ C/ 2 I 8 5 8 4 

1 o I 1 

B [! 10 - ----81-3 I 1 

Al ~ 9 2 f6 1 
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QUESTION 4 
FIGURE 6 

) 
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""' 
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An easier means or determining some type of 

correlation is shown on Figure 6 (P. 17). In this graph. 

equals a positive reeling (either 

(either 

nail or "b" answers) • 

II_It equals a negative feeling lid" or "e U answers) • 

and "0" equals ambivalency ("c" answers). From this bar 

graph it can be seen that 31.4% or the students indicated a 

positive feeling toward biology and dissection. Another 

statistic or note here is the percent of students that 

indicated a negative response ror both items in question. 

Only 5.9% of the students indicated a positive correlation 

between disliking dissection and disliking biology. 

From this graph (Figure 6, p.l?) a 100% correlation 

between reelings about dissections and reelings about 

biology does not exist. There does exist. however. a 

slight correlation between liking dissection and liking 

biology. On the other hand. there does not exist a 

correlation between disliking dissection and disliking 

biology, It has to be kept in mind that a pure cause and 

errect does not exist in these situations. Many students 

indicated in various ways thl·Oughout the survey that they 

hated biology because of the teacher or rrom boredom. or 

that they liked the class because or the teacher. Simply 

put. dissection is usuallY not a causative agent in 

determining whether or not a student will like biology 

class. 
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ANALYSIS OF CORRELATION 
FOR QUESTIONS 2 AND 4 

Ae.pon.e of Student 

FIGURE 8 

+Bio,+Oi. 

+Blo,-Ole 

+Blo,OOie 

-810,+0Ie 

-Bio,-Ole 

-Blo,OOie 

OBlo,+Ole 

08io,-01e 

08io,OOie 

31.~l 
~13.7 
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. 

I 
I 

I 
. I 

-------------------------i------+---.-----i--------_+_ +--~ 
o 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 

Percent of total 

) 
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'\J 
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One Further way to check for a correlation between 

indicated reelings about dissection and biology is to break 

t.he data down by sex as it is done in Figure 7 (p. 20). 

The data in Figure 7 does not change much From the data 

given in Figure 6 (p.17). There still seems to be a slight 

correlation between postive Feelings toward biology and 

positive reelings toward dissection. Furthermore, the data 

regarding negative Feelings ror both dissection and biology 

still show no substancial correlation. Once again, 

dissection does not appear to have much to do with how 

students reel about biology. 

Relationship Between Sex and Dissection: 

The research question that now needs to be examined 

deals tJi th whether or not a relati onship exists between a 

student's indicated reeling toward dissection and that 

student's sex. In looking back at Figure 3 (p. 11). a rew 

statistical diFrerences between males and remales seem to 

exist. As was mentioned earlier. 58.8X or males indicated 

that they liked dissection and only 15.6~ or males disliked 

dissection. On the remale side or the chart, 43.2% liked 

dissection, and 28.4X disliked it. Although more remales 

indicated that they liked dissection. a large portion of 

the remales indicated otherwise. This statist ic beco.mes 

more meaningrul in the rorthcoming discussion on t.he 

existence or a correlation between Questions Two and Five. 
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pissec~ton and Another Class?: 

The Final area to be discussed deals with the possible 

correlation between the student's feelings about dissection 

and his/her r"esponse on Question Five. Figure 8 (p. 21), 

shows the raw data For Question Five. and Figure 8 (p. 22). 

shows the percentage of responses For Question Five. 

Question Five asks the students iF they would take another 

biology course that had dissection as a main part of the 

lab r-equirements. As shown in Figure 8, 47.1% of all males 

would take such a class. while only 35.3" of Females would. 

A more important s':-atistic is the percent of Females that 

would not take the biology course in question. A :full 51% 

of remaies would not take another biology course that had 

dissec"tion as a main part. of the lab requi.'ements. 

Figure 10 (p. 23) shows another correlation grid, this 

time featuring Questions Two and Five. Figure 11 (p. 24), 

shows the percent analysis of Question Five. As is shown 

in Figure 11. a correlation may exist between those 

student.s "Jho liked dissection and who would take another 

biology class (+Dis.Yes). Not quite as strong. but 

significant is the correlat1on bet"Jeen those who disliked 

dissect,ion and who would not take another biology class 

(-Dis. No). This statistic becomes even more sign'icant when 

Figure 12 (p. 25) is taken into account. Thirteen females 

or 25.5% of all females that disliked dissection would not 

take another biology class. 
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ANALYSIS OF CORRELATION 
FOR QUESTIONS 2 AND 4 BY SEX 

RESPONSE OF STUDENT 
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DATA FOR QUESTION 5 
ANOTHER BIOLOGY CLASS? 

NUMBER OF RESPONSES 
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CORRELATION OF QUESTION 
2 AND 5 

QUESTION 2 
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ANALYSIS OF CORRELATION 
FOR QUESTIONS 2 AND 5 

Reaponae of Student 

FIGURE 11 
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ANALYSIS OF CORRELATION 
FOR QUESTIONS 2 AND 5 BY SEX 

RESPONSE OF STUDENT 
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From the above discussion, several conclusions can be 

made about correlations between a student's feelings about 

dissection and his/her desire to take another biology 

class. First of all. a correlation does seem to exist 

between those students who liked dissection and who planned 

to take another biology class. Referring to Figure 11 (p. 

24), 23.4% of all students indicated a positive respOilse to 

dissection and also indicated that they would take another 

biology class. 

Al though the data seems to suggest. a posi t i ve 

correlation. lt still must be kept in mind that other 

factors are at worK in these situations. As shown in 

F1.gure 11, a :Fairly large portion or students (15. -1%) 

l.ndicat.ed t.hat t".hey liked dissection, but would not take 

another biology course. Similarly. 7.8% of all students 

indicated that they had no feelings about dissection and 

that they would take another biology class. It would then 

appear that more than one variable is at \Jork in these 

si tuations. It has to be concluded that dissection is not 

the exclusive causitive agent of whether or not a student 

will take another biology course. 

One item of concern in this area. however. is the 

statistics that show many females indicating negative 

reelings toward dissection and an unwillingness to take 

another biology class. With nationwide concern about the 

lack or females in the sciences (Malcolm. 1888; Keller. 

1385). this becomes even more important .. 
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From Figures 3 (p. 11). 8 (p. 22). and 12 (p. 25) a 

relationship between a student's sex. his/her reelings 

toward dissection. and the subsequent consequences or those 

reelings is shown. Particularly. the relationship between 

remale students' dislike or dissection and their indicated 

unwillingness to take another biology class is clearly 

shown. Figure 8 (p. 22) shows that 51~ or all females 

would not take another biology class, as opposed to 35.3% 

that would. In addition. Figure 12 (p. 25) shows a 

correlation between females that both disliked dissection 

and would not take another biology class. As mentioned 

before, 25.5% or all females did not like dissection, and 

would not take another biology class. 

unce again, dissection may not be considered the 

exclusive causitive agent in this situation. Some other 

factors. such as a simple dislike ror science in general. 

may be contributing to the overall results. In this 

situation, however, Question Five is very clear in telling 

tho students that the proposed class has a substantial 

dissection component. The results or this question then 

can be considered as an accurate indicator Or how these 

students actually reel. 

The ramirications or these results ann a rinal 

discussion on the use or dissection in the classroom will 

be covered in the next and concluding section. 
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~~ was stated before, this project was based on the 

six question survey :Found in Figure 1 (p. 6--"n. The 
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purpose of' this survey was to gain inf·ormation regarding 

secondary students' Feelings about the use of' dissection in 

the classroom. Specif'ically, the survey was designed to 

answer the :Following Four research questions: 

1) What is the overall reeling towards 

dissection among secondary students, 

2) Is there a cOl~relation between the student's 

reelings toward dissection and his/her 

indicated :feelings toward biology overall, 

3) In there a relationship between a student's 

sex and t.heir expressed Feel ings toward 

dissection, and 

4) Is there a correlation between a student's 

:feelings toward dissection and his/her 

intentions or taking another biology class? 

As was shown berore, 102 students rrom f'ive east 

central Indiana schools answered the questionnaire. Their 

responses to the questions provide the basis f'or the 

rollowing conclusions about the use or dissection in the 

~econdary classrooill. 
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Research Question 1: 

The First conclusion the survey tries to establish is 

hov secondary students actually reel about performing 

dissections in biology class. As vas shovn in Figure 3 

(p. 11), most students (52 students or 51% of all students) 

indicated that they liked dissection. Furthermore, in 

Figure 4 (p. 13) many students (23.2%) said that dissection 

helped them to understand the organism being studied. In 

addition, 50% or all the responses given in Figure 4 are 

positive responses, as opposed to only 34.8% negative 

responses, and 15.2 ambivalent ones. 

From this data it can be concluded that dissection is 

usually looked upon as a positive experience by most high 

school students. 

Research Question 2: 

The second question the survey tries to resolve is 

vhether or not there exists a correlation betveen students' 

indicated feelings about dissection and his/her indicated 

reelings about biology overall. From the discussion held 

earlier, it vas f'ound that 31.4% or all students indicated 

a posit.ive reeling For both d.~ssection and biology, vhile 

only 5.8% indicated negative Feelings ror both. These 

results show that a positive correlation may exist bet\~en 

positive reelings for both dissection and biol.olgy. 
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Wnile the existence or absence or any correlation may 

be apparent From the data. dissection can not be declared 

as the sole causitive agent in this situation. As shown in 

Figure 6 (p. 17). many (13.7%) students indicated that they 

liked biology overall. but they disliked dissection. Yet 

another group or students (8.8%) indicated that they 

disliked biology and liked dissection. These statistics 

show that other ractors aI'e involved in determining whether 

or not an individual. student will like biology or not. As 

stated berore. dissection appears to have a limlte~ role in 

determining wheth~r or not students will or will not like 

biology. 

Rel?6urch Q.uest.ion 3: 

The next quest.ion that this study i3 1.:.rying to answer 

is whether or not a student. I s gender has an errect on how 

that student feels about dissection. As discussed earlier. 

58.8% of all males liked dissection. while 43.2% of females 

indicated that they too liked dissection. The statistic of 

importance in Figure 3 (p. 11) is that 28.4% of all females 

disliked dissection. When combined with other statistics 

fOrom Figure 8 (p. 22), a clear dirrerence between males and 

females is shown. When asked whether or not they would 

take another biology class. 4)'. 1% or males and only 35.3% 

of remales said they would. while 45.1% or males and
l
Sl% of' 

f'en~les said that they would not take another class. 
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Fror.) the previous discussion it can be concluded that 

theI'e is a dirrerence between male and f'emale students and 

their indicated reelings about dissection. Although the 

data dealing wit.h this topic may still be arrected by 

outside factors. such as teacher bias (Keller. 1385). it is 

still FairlY clear that remales tend to dislike and shy 

away rrom dissection much more than males. 

Research Question 4: 

The final question examined by the survey is l.Thether 

or not R cor-relation exists between a student's f'eelings 

toward dissection and his/her intent.ions of taking another 

biology course. As is shown in Figure 11 (p. 24). 29.4% or 

all student.s indicat.ed that t.hey liked dissection and that 

they would take another biology course. Another statistic 

or note here is that 18.6% or all students indicated that 

they disliked dissection and would not take anot.her biology 

class. 

Referring to Figur'e 12 (p. 25). many males and females 

(23.4% of each sex) indicated that they liked dissection 

and vould take another biology class. On t,he other hand. a 

large portion (25.5%) of :Females did not like dissection 

and would not take another biology class. These statistics 

rein:Force the earlier conclusions about sex difrerences 

influencing Feelings about dissection and show a possible 

trend or :Female students choosing not to pursue biology. 
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From the previous discussion two conclusions can be 

drawn about corr-elations between reelings towar-d dissection 

and a willingness to take another biology course. First or 

all, most students that indicate a positive reeling towards 

dissection will usually take another biology course. 

Furthermore, those students that dislike dissection are 

more likely not to take another biology course. The second 

conclusion is that many Females dislike dissection and will 

not take another biology class. 

As mentioned. earlier, the data t.hat SUPPOl't.S the above 

conclusions is rairlY accurate since Question Five cleal~ly 

states that diss8ction would be an integral part or the 

laboratory ex-perience in the proposed biology class. 

f'uzziness t,hat occurs may be due Too minimal outside 

Any 

ract.ors. Some stUdents, Tor example, indicated that they 

would onl y take the class if' it was requi l~ed f'or 

graduation--not because or the presence or absence or 

dissect ion. The inrluence or these outside ractors is 

~minimal. and does not arrect the responses or the students 

that indicated a "+Dis.Yes" or a "-Dis,No" answer in Figure 

11 signiricantly. 
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Conclusion: 

~s was shown throughout the past rew pages. several 

conclusions can be reached about the use of dissection in 

t.he classroom. How these conclusions are i nt.erpreted and 

used in the classroom is as important as the actual 

conclusions themselves. 
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Since most students tend to reel that dissection is a 

positive experience. and that most students feel that the 

dissection experience helps them to learn the material 

better. dissection may be looked upon as a positive 

teaching method. It must be kept in mind. however. that 

there appears to be a trend of f"ema.les choosing not to 

con~inue in biology. As was discussed. this could very 

well be due to a dislike or dissection. In addition to 

this concern. one important topic should be a.ddressed when 

dissection is to used in the classroom. As was shown in 

Figure 4 (p. 13). 13.B~ or all students relt that the 

rights or the organisms being dissected were being 

violated. If dissection is used in the classroom. the 

instructor should take care to address this issue. 

One :final point. t.hat needs to be made again. is t.hat 

the conclusions made in this thesis are based upon 102 

responses. "I:f the survey was based upon ten times that 

number a rno.re accurate picture or all st.udents could be 

derived. There:fore. this thesis has provided only a 

general picture o:f how students reel about dissection. 
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It is the responsibility or educators to provide the 

best instructional methods and techniques to the students 

in order to give them the best education possible. 

Although this thesis gives some indication or how students 

reeJ about dissection, other areas should be examined to 

better- determine whether or not dissection should be used 

.in the classroom. Do the students actuallY learn better by 

perrorming dissect.ions? Does dissection desensitize the 

students to animal rights? These questions and many more 

need to be answered in order to provide the best possible 

method of instruction for today's students. 
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